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ELECTRONIC  CITATIONS 

Electronic citations or eCitations are a joint effort  to data sharing and integration, hosted
by the Crime Commission.

The Crime Commission received a $1,500,000 grant from the U.S. Department of
Transportation to develop a model Impaired Driver Tracking system.  Nebraska was one of four
states funded which involves criminal justice agencies and the Department of Motor Vehicles in
Nebraska. 

eCitations is one component of this project.  Software will let an officer scan the barcode
on the driver’s license and then move ahead with issuing a ticket.  This makes things faster for
the motorist and more efficient for everyone, since it saves typing or reading handwriting.  The
driver’s signature can also be captured using signature pads like those used in retail stores.
After the ticket is printed, the data is forwarded to the prosecutor.  To implement eCitations, law
enforcement agencies receive funds to acquire car mounted computers and necessary software.

The Madison County Sheriff’s Office, the Nebraska State Patrol’s Carrier Enforcement
Division and eleven local agencies received funding and are currently testing the citation
software.  Additionally, another twenty agencies have applied for and will receive funding through
this program.

CJIS TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
March 1 - 2, 2006

Mark Your calendars!  It is time for the 7th annual CJIS Technology Conference.

This one and a half-day conference  is targeted at agency heads, technical staff and line
personnel working with technology but is open to all criminal justice professionals.  There is no
charge.  You must pre-register to be guaranteed a spot, lunch and materials.  The conference
will run Wednesday afternoon and all day Thursday, including a hosted lunch.  We will also have
three working sessions on Wednesday morning.  These pre-sessions will allow deeper
discussion on topics including Computer Security and NCJIS operations (how-to’s and tips on
searches).  The conference will be held at the New World Inn in Columbus.

Registration and hotel information will be mailed out as well as posted to NCJIS in the
near future.
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USER GROUP CONFERENCES - SLEUTH & CMS

Two user groups will meet in conjunction with the CJIS Technology Conference.  On
February 27-28, 2006, the Monday and Tuesday before the CJIS conference, the vendors of the
CJIS sponsored systems for law enforcement and prosecutors will host their users in Columbus.
Access Data is organizing the users group meeting for Sleuth while Software Unlimited will plan
the CMS conference.

This is a great opportunity for users of these systems to meet, get training, ask questions
and provide input to the future of the products.  Please mark your calendars and watch for
registration and hotel announcements in the near future.

CRIME COMMISSION RELEASES TRAFFIC STOP REPORT

The Crime Commission has released the latest report on traffic stops made by law
enforcement.  It covers stops reported from 2002 through 2004.  The report is available for
download on the Commission’s website at http://www.ncc.state.ne.us/.  Also available are county
level reports that provide breakdowns of the data by agency.  The report includes some
discussion about the nature of and difficulty surrounding the use of the data.

• Data was submitted by 237 agencies in 2002, 224 agencies in 2003, and 214 agencies
in 2004.   Not all agencies submitted data for all four quarters.

• During 2002-2004, 1,511,141 traffic stops were reported to the Crime Commission.

• Data covered includes the number of motor vehicle stops, the race or ethnicity of the
person stopped, if a stop is for a law violation, the nature of the alleged law violations that
resulted in the motor vehicle stop, and the outcome of the stop.

• About 4% of traffic stops resulted in custodial arrest.  18.6% of Blacks stopped were
taken into custodial arrest.

• In 2004, stops that involved Hispanics and Native Americans were about twice as often
to result in an arrest or a search compared to the overall population.

• In 2004, stops that involved Blacks were about four times as often to result in an arrest
than the overall population.

• Blacks involved in traffic stops were more likely to be searched than the general
population, while Asian/Pacific Islanders were less likely to be searched than the general
population.



DIRECTOR’S COMMENTS

� In October, Steve Lamken, Director of the Nebraska Law Enforcement Training Center
became the Chief of Police for the City of Grand Island.  We will all miss Steve’s
leadership and wish him good luck with his new position.   Mr. Rick Barnica will be the
interim director at the Training Center until a new Director is identified.

� The Nebraska Legislature passed LB 593 in 2001, which prescribes all law enforcement
agencies in Nebraska to collect, record and report their traffic stop aggregate data to the
Crime Commission.  In November, we released our third report on data submitted to the
Crime Commission, which includes traffic stops from 2002-2004.

Our report can be viewed on the Crime Commission’s website.  I am recommending all
agencies and others examine a particular agency’s or locale’s data to assess or examine
disparities which were pointed out in this report.  Please remember any observed
disparities are just that, disparities.  In and of themselves, they do not prove bias or
instances of racial profiling.

� We continue to hear potentially bad news from the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA)
concerning Byrne (JAG) funds.  There could be reductions in JAG funding totaling 34%
of last year’s award.  These proposed reductions would have direct impacts on many
aspects of Nebraska law enforcement operations, including the statewide drug task
forces.  The Crime Commission staff is developing contingency plans with assistance
from many criminal justice agencies in Nebraska.  Be assured, we will keep law
enforcement agencies appraised on information concerning JAG funding.

� Finally, with many Nebraskan’s serving in the United States Military over-seas in Iraq,
Afghanistan and other strategic locations throughout the world, I would ask you to take
time to reflect upon these service members and their families during the holiday season.

— Michael Behm, Director
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE VIDEO LIBRARY  

The following videos have been added to the library and are available for loan:

MONTANA CHASE/SHOOTOUT   (DVD)
57 Minutes Color In the Line of Duty:   2005 AD

This video documents a high-speed chase in rural Montana.  It begins in Ennis, where a
man fatally shoots one person and injures six.  The police pursuit begins when the suspect is
stopped for speeding and fires at the officer who stopped him.  The suspect then drives away
and is pursued by two officers.  He is stopped again and exchanges shots with both of the
officers.  He drives away a second time and is stopped further down the road by a spike strip.
While his car is stopped and he is reaching for his gun, a police car rams the driver’s side and
incapacitates the driver.  He is arrested with no injuries beyond broken bones.  

All of these incidents are captured on police in-car video.   The program concludes with
a series of “lessons learned” by the police officers involved in the pursuit.  Each officer is
interviewed and offers his perspective on the incident.

TALLAHASSEE AMBUSH   (VHS)
37 Minutes Color In the Line of Duty:   2005 AD

This video documents a shooting incident involving two would-be bank robbers who,
because of their suspicious behavior, were followed by a police officer when they sped away
from a bank in Florida.  The two suspects stopped twice to fire at the officer, first with handguns
and then with an assault rifle.  The officer was lucky enough to be protected by his car.  The
pursuit ended when the suspects lost control of their vehicle and crashed into an oncoming truck.
A total of 21 shots were fired by the suspects.  The entire pursuit was captured on police in-car
video.  The program concludes with a series of “lessons learned” by the officers involved in the
pursuit.  A short segment at the end of the video includes a demonstration of a taser gun.  A
study guide is available.

EXTREME DRIVING QUIZ (DVD)
47 Minutes Color Films for the Humanities: 2001          SH-COL-AD

This program uses professional drivers to demonstrate how to survive extreme auto
hazards including: brake failure, wrong-way drivers, stalled on railroad tracks, road rage,
carjackings, rollovers, submerged car, multi-car pileups, tailgating by drunk drivers, bump and
rob attacks, and driving in extreme weather conditions (i.e. thunderstorms, hailstorms,
tornadoes).  This video can be used for general audiences or for officer refresher training.  It
uses a question and answer format during each driving scenario.



DYING TO GET THERE - THE REAL COST OF RECKLESS DRIVING (DVD)
21 Minutes Color Meridian Education: 2004 SH

Designed for a teenage audience, this program discusses the consequences of careless
and reckless driving.  Traffic accidents are the leading cause of death among teens.  Interviews
with teenage drivers and their parents provide first-hand stories of auto accidents, and images
of high speed car crashes carry the message that driving is a serious responsibility.  This is a
good program to show to high school and community groups.

SUICIDE JUMPERS/BABY DROPPED ON HIGHWAY   (DVD)
47 Minutes Color In the Line of duty: 2005 AD

This program uses in-car police video to document three dramatic episodes.  In Kansas,
a traffic stop on a bridge turns dangerous when the woman who was stopped tries to jump off
the bridge.  The officer was alert enough to grab the woman by her shirt as she was going over
the side of the bridge.  He managed to hold her long enough so that her fall was not fatal.

In Wisconsin, a suicidal female driver stops on a bridge, starts to jump over the side but
is saved by a police officer who catches her by the feet as she starts to fall.  The final incident,
also in Wisconsin, involves a man who abducts a baby and is pursued by a police officer.
Eventually, the man slows down and drops the baby (in a baby seat) onto the highway.  The
baby is saved with no injuries.  The pursuit ends when the driver crashes into a parked car.  The
lessons learned from these incidents are discussed.  A short segment at the end of the program
shows the use of a taser on a violent prisoner under the influence of drugs.  He was subdued
with no injuries.

THINGS YOUR TRAINING OFFICER NEVER TOLD YOU, PART 2 (DVD)
13 Minutes Color AIMS: 2004 AD

This short program is ideal for roll call training and includes these three segments: (1)
Child Abuse - documents the case of a four-year-old boy who dies after being tied up by his
grandmother.  The social worker who received the complaint did an incomplete investigation and
the police officer involved in the case assumed a thorough investigation had been done, and did
not do an on-site visit before the child died.  (2) Assistance Response - An officer responding
to an assistance call drives too fast, crashes, and suffers serious injuries.  The simple point is
made that you can’t offer assistance if you don’t get there safely.  (3) Excessive Force - an
officer who is sued for excessive force talks about defensive tactics classes that show how to
prevent serious injuries and the importance of documentation for all use–of-force incidents.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS (DVD)
21 Minutes Color Street Cop: 2005 AD

Ethics training is an essential part of a law enforcement officer’s training.  The producer
of this video, Pat McCarthy, is a veteran of the Chicago Police Department.  He shares a
personal story about a corruption incident that had devastating effects on the Chicago Gang
Unit.  He also interviews the Deputy Chief of the Chicago Police Department, a 14-year veteran
of the Internal Affairs Division.   This is a good program for in-service or basic training.



NOTES . . .

• The next meeting of the Crime Commission is scheduled for January 28, 2006, at 9:30
a.m., in the State Office Building in Lincoln.

• Since the United States resumed capital punishment in 1977, 1,000 people have been
executed.  The 1,000th execution took place on December 2.  Sixty-five percent of the
executions since 1977 occurred in just five state: Texas (355), Virginia (94), Oklahoma
(79), Missouri (66), and Florida (60).

There are approximately 3,400 inmates currently on death row.  Twelve states plus the
District of Columbia do not have the death penalty.

• VINE materials such as pamphlets and posters are still available at no cost.  While
agencies sometimes make copies themselves, material can also be obtained from the
Nebraska Sexual Assault Domestic Violence Coalition or through the Crime Commission.
If you need materials, in English or Spanish, please call Karen Harker at (402) 476-6256.

THOUGHT  FOR  THE  DAY

“At Christmas play and make good cheer,
For Christmas comes but once a year.

– Thomas Tusser


